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TiSe2 is a layered material exhibiting a commensurate (2 × 2 × 2) charge density wave (CDW) with a
transition temperature of ∼200 K. Recently, incommensurate CDW in bulk TiSe2 draws great interest due
to its close relationship with the emergence of superconductivity. Here, we report an incommensurate
superstructure in monolayer TiSe2 =CuSe=Cuð111Þ heterostructure. Characterizations by low-energy
electron diffraction and scanning tunneling microscopy show that the main wave vector of the superstructure is ∼0.41a or ∼0.59a (here a is in-plane reciprocal lattice constant of TiSe2 ). After ruling out
the possibility of moiré superlattices, according to the correlation of the wave vectors of the superstructure
and the large indirect band gap below the Fermi level, we propose that the incommensurate superstructure
is associated with an incommensurate charge density wave (I-CDW). It is noteworthy that the I-CDW is
robust with a transition temperature over 600 K, much higher than that of commensurate CDW in pristine
TiSe2 . Based on our data and analysis, we present that interface effect may play a key role in the formation
of the I-CDW state.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.128.026401

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) show a number of interesting properties, and one of them is CDW,
which is still not fully understood [1,2]. TiSe2 is one of the
most studied CDW materials due to its simple commensurate (2 × 2 × 2) CDW superstructure below T CDW ≈ 200 K
in the bulk phase [3–9]. Early research suggested that the
CDW originates from traditional Fermi-surface nesting
[10]. However, parallel Fermi surface sheets have not been
observed in TMDs [11]. The band-type Jahn-Teller mechanism is also proposed to explain the CDW transition in
TiSe2 [12–15]. Recently, the excitonic condensate mechanism [4,16–23] has been proposed as yet another CDW
scenario. However, those mechanisms are in dispute
[13,15] and further in-depth study is still needed to
understand how the CDW is formed in TiSe2 .
Modulated TiSe2 has also been found to exhibit transitions to different ground states below a critical temperature. With the intercalation of Cu, it becomes
superconducting when the amount of intercalated Cu is
close to x ¼ 0.04 in Cux TiSe2 [24]. Charge stripe domains
form at Cu content of x < 0.02 [25] while phase-shifted
CDW domains form at a higher Cu content [25,26].
Similarly, the features of breaking up of the commensurate
order are observed under intercalation of Ti atoms [27].
Another work shows a local real-space view of the achiral
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2 × 2 × 2 CDW in TiSe2 with introduced interstitial Ti
atoms [9]. Under high pressure, an incommensurate phase
above the superconducting dome is observed [7]. By the
application of a gate electric field, many-body states can be
controlled in a TiSe2 thin film, and it was inferred that the
emergence of superconductivity is correlated with incommensurate CDW states embedded in the commensurate
CDW states [28]. Therefore, an incommensurate CDW
state in TiSe2 is believed to play an important role in the
emergence of superconductivity. Further study of the
incommensurate CDW state should lead to a deeper
understanding of collective quantum states in solids.
Here we modulate the properties of TiSe2 by the
fabrication of a TiSe2 =CuSe heterostructure on a Cu(111)
substrate. Low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies show a
new incommensurate superstructure with a main wave
vector of 0.41 or 0.59 times the in-plane reciprocal lattice
constant of TiSe2 , which is distinctly different from
previous reports about incommensurate CDW [26]. The
superstructure exists in a wide temperature range and even
above room temperature. The possibility of moiré superlattices was excluded by the formula of moiré pattern
periodicity. Angular-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) results exhibit strong electron doping and a large
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indirect band gap in the TiSe2 layer. Therefore, we conclude
that the superstructure is associated with incommensurate
CDW and propose a possible mechanism to explain it.
Monolayer TiSe2 was grown on the CuSe=Cuð111Þ
surface in an ultrahigh-vacuum molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) system with a base pressure better than
3 × 10−10 mbar. First, the Cu(111) substrate was treated by
cycles of argon-ion sputtering and annealing until the sharp
diffraction spots were shown in a LEED pattern and clean
surface was observed in STM images. Then, high purity
Se (99.99%) was deposited on Cu(111) at a substrate
temperature of 673 K to form monolayer CuSe. Finally,
high purity Ti (99.99%) was deposited and followed
by Se on CuSe=Cuð111Þ at the same substrate temperature.
By these processes, the TiSe2 film formed on the
CuSe=Cuð111Þ surface as shown in the schematics in
Fig. 1(a). All of the characterizations were done in different
ultrahigh vacuum chambers by using in situ transfer
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustrations of the growth process and the
structure of monolayer TiSe2 =CuSe=Cuð111Þ. (b) Large-scale
STM image of monolayer TiSe2 grown on CuSe=Cuð111Þ
(V S ¼ −2 V, I S ¼ 50 pA, T ¼ 80 K). (c) High-resolution
STM image of monolayer M-TiSe2 in the red square in
(b) (V S ¼ −50 mV, I S ¼ 1 nA, T ¼ 80 K). (d) XPS of the Ti
2p core levels. (e) XPS of the Se 3d core levels. The blue and red
curves are fitting curves corresponding to the Se 3d core levels
from TiSe2 and CuSe, respectively. Discrete points represent the
raw data and the black line is the fitting line.

technique. ARPES measurements were performed at a
base pressure of ∼6 × 10−11 mbar and the photon energy
was 40.8 eV. The energy resolution is less than 30 meV and
the angular resolution is 0.3°.
STM topography in Fig. 1(b) shows two layers with
different morphologies. The bottom layer [left part in
Fig. 1(b)], with identical nanopores, is monolayer CuSe
[29]. The top layer [right part in Fig. 1(b)] has a flat surface.
Figure 1(c) is the atomic resolution STM image of this
flat top layer, which has a hexagonal lattice with an
interatomic spacing of 3.37 Å, in agreement with the top
Se layer in TiSe2 [8,30]. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) measurement was performed to study the chemical
compositions of the sample [see Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)]. The
XPS peaks located at 461.2 and 455.1 eV in Fig. 1(d) can be
attributed to Ti 2p1=2 and 2p3=2 in TiSe2 [31]. The peaks at
54.8 and 54.0 eV in Fig. 1(e) are consistent with Se 3d3=2 and
3d5=2 core levels in monolayer CuSe on Cu(111) [29], while
those located at 54.4 and 53.6 eVare from Se 3d3=2 and 3d5=2
in TiSe2 , respectively [31]. Combining STM and XPS
characterizations, we confirm the formation of monolayer
TiSe2 =CuSe heterostructure.
To investigate CDW properties in the as-fabricated
heterostructure, we use STM to do further study at different
temperatures. Figure 2(a) is the STM image of the top
TiSe2 layer at 4.5 K, showing multiperiod atomic arrangement, indicating that it is a modulated TiSe2 (M-TiSe2 ).
The FFT of Fig. 2(a) shown in Fig. 2(b) exhibits the
reciprocal space of the TiSe2 lattice and superstructure
clearly. Figure 2(c) is a representative line profile along
the white line from the central point to M-TiSe2 point in
Fig. 2(b). The peak positions indicate the periods of the
superstructure of the sample. If we define the reciprocal
lattice constant of M-TiSe2 as a , the reciprocal lattice
constants of the superstructure is 0.18a (peak 1), 0.41a
(peak 2), and 0.59a (peak 3), indicating incommensurate
superstructure in the STM image. We noticed that peak 3 is
the strongest of the three peaks. The superstructure is very
unique compared to previous reports, including commensurate (2 × 2 × 2) superstructure in bulk 1T-TiSe2 below
200 K [3] and incommensurate superstructure in Cuintercalated bulk 1T-TiSe2 at low temperature [26], which
are associated to CDW.
The STM image at 80 K [Fig. 2(d)] is slightly different
from that at 4.5 K. The FFT of Fig. 2(d) [Fig. 2(e)] shows
nearly the same patterns of the superstructure as those at
4.5 K [Fig. 2(f)]. The superstructure still exists at room
temperature based on the STM image shown in Fig. 2(g).
However, one set of patterns disappear in the FFT shown in
Fig. 2(h). Figure 2(i) is the line profile from the central
point to M-TiSe2 point in Fig. 2(h). From Fig. 2(i) we find
that peak 1 disappeared, while peak 2 still exists and peak 3
is weakened at room temperature. Peak 2 is the strongest
peak. The positions of these peaks, determined from FFT of
STM image at room temperature [Fig. 2(h)], are consistent
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FIG. 2. (a),(d), and (g) High-resolution STM images of monolayer-TiSe2 =CuSe=Cuð111Þ at different temperatures, showing the
superstructure. The scanning parameters are V S ¼ −0.05 V, I S ¼ 0.1 nA in (a), and V S ¼ −1 V, I S ¼ 1 nA in (d) and (g), respectively.
(b),(e), and (h) Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of STM images in (a),(d), and (g), respectively. The circles indicate the positions of the
superstructure. (c),(f), and (i) Representative line cuts from the central point to TiSe2 point in (b),(e), and (h), respectively. (j) LEED
pattern of the sample at 300 K, showing diffraction spots from Cu(111) substrate (white circles), TiSe2 (green circle), CuSe (red circle),
two superstructure peaks 2 and 3 (yellow and cyan circles). The inset is the same LEED pattern with the sample rotated, so that the
central area close to the reflected spot of incident electron beam (brown circle) is visible, showing the absence of peak 1 at this
temperature. (k) LEED pattern of the sample at 600 K, showing one superstructure peak 2. (l) Schematic drawing of variations of the
superstructure peaks with temperature.

with the room temperature LEED pattern in Fig. 2(j). The
sample is also tilted by an angle so that the diffraction space
close to the central area is visible [inset, Fig. 2(j)]. By doing
this check, we verified the disappearance of peak 1 in
LEED pattern. The six diffraction spots highlighted by the
white circles originate from the sixfold symmetry of
the Cu(111) substrate and the diffraction spots (marked
by the red circles) are assigned to the CuSe lattice and
patterned nanopores in CuSe layer [29]. The six diffraction
spots (marked by the green circle) are assigned to the
M-TiSe2 lattice and the two sets of spots (marked by yellow
and cyan circles) are due to the superstructure of TiSe2 at
room temperature.
In order to exclude the possibility that the superstructure
is moiré superlattices, we calculated the possible moiré
periodicity of the TiSe2 =CuSe structure by substituting the
lattice period of TiSe2 (∼3.37 Å) and CuSe (∼4.06 Å) and
the rotation angle (30°) into the formula of moiré-pattern
periodicity [32,33]. The calculated periodicity of the moiré
superstructure is ∼6.72 Å (∼0.50 × a ), which is not what
we observe in the experiments. This result suggests that
what we observed in STM images does not originate from
the moiré superstructure between CuSe and TiSe2 .
At low temperature, peak 3 is the brightest in FFT
of STM images, indicating that q ¼ 0.59a is the
main wave vector, and 0.18a ðpeak 1Þ ¼ 2q − 1, 0.41a

ðpeak 2Þ ¼ 1 − q are different orders of the main wave
vector. The relationship of these superstructure wave
vectors is similar to that of TbTe3 [34], whose superstructure is interpreted as incommensurate CDW (I-CDW).
In order to describe the evolution of the superstructure with
temperature more clearly, we plot the superstructure peaks’
positions of TiSe2 =CuSe=Cuð111Þ obtained under different
temperatures in Fig. 2(l). We find that the number of
superstructure peaks decreases as the temperature rises. The
main wave vector changes from the position of peak 3 at
low temperature to the position of peak 2 at high temperature. Further increase of the temperature results in a LEED
pattern with only peak 2 at about 600 K [Fig. 2(k)] and
without any features above 800 K, which indicates that a
phase transition occurs at a temperature higher than 600 K
in monolayer TiSe2 =CuSe heterostructure. Both the correlation of these wave vectors and the phase transition at
high temperature corroborate that the superstructure we
observed is an I-CDW.
Compared with TaS2 , which shows an I-CDW phase
ranging from 350 to 550 K and undergoes near commensurate CDW (NC-CDW) and commensurate CDW (C-CDW)
transition at low temperatures [35], M-TiSe2 exhibits a
single I-CDW phase below 600 K. The fractional CDW
wave factors in M-TiSe2 are different from previous
reports on incommensurate CDW in TiSe2 , in which the
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FIG. 3. (a) and (d) Constant-energy map at EF , obtained by ARPES, at 300 and 5.4 K, respectively. The Brillouin zones of TiSe2 and
CuSe are indicated by the red and blue hexagons. (b) and (e) ARPES intensity plots along M0 − Γ − Γ0 at 300 and 5.4 K, respectively.
The red and blue curves are energy distribution curves (EDCs) at M and Γ0 . (c) and (f) Detailed electronic band around Γ (along Γ-M
direction) at 300 and 5.4 K, respectively.

incommensuration is caused by domain walls and the
CDW wave vector only changes slightly from commensuration [7,26].
In order to study the electronic structure of the monolayer-TiSe2 =CuSe heterostructure, we characterized the
sample using ARPES at low and room temperatures.
The photoemission intensity maps at Fermi level (EF )
measured at room temperature and 5.4 K are shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(d), respectively. These two full-scale maps
show hexagonal symmetry, which is consistent with the
symmetry of the TiSe2 =CuSe=Cuð111Þ sample. The clear
elliptical Fermi pocket around the M point is similar to that
of ðPbSeÞ1.16 ðTiSe2 Þm (m ¼ 1, 2) heterostructure [36], but
the M-TiSe2 here has much heavier electron doping at both
5.4 and 300 K. The electron doping level could be figured
out by counting Luttinger volumes of the Fermi pockets
[36,37], which gives a doping level of 0.6e− per TiSe2
at 5.4 K.
The momentum-resolved electronic structure of
TiSe2 =CuSe=Cuð111Þ at 300 K is shown in Fig. 3(b),
which presents the ARPES intensity plots measured along
the Γ − M − Γ0 and Γ − K − M0 . In order to differentiate
the band structures of Se in TiSe2 and CuSe, the second
Brillouin zone was mapped. The Γ0 point is the center of the
second Brillouin zone of M-TiSe2 , and the band structures
(α and α0 ) around Γ0 should be the same as the Γ point of
TiSe2 because of translational symmetry. The curved bands
of η and η0 come from Ti 3d bands, while α and α0 are
associated with spin-orbit split of Se 4p bands. They are
similar with those of bulk TiSe2 [4], except that the bands in
our sample are shifted vertically. The two bands β and β0 in
the second Brillouin zone come from Se in monolayer
CuSe. Two electronlike bands (γ and γ 0 ) are attributed to
Cu(111), consistent with previous ARPES measurements
[38]. Obviously, the δ bands around the Γ point are simple
superposition of α, α0 , β, and β0 .
Pristine TiSe2 opens a small indirect band gap near the
Fermi level when undergoing a commensurate (2 × 2 × 2)

CDW transition at T CDW ≈ 200 K [4,39,40], and the
experiments and calculations of Cu-intercalated TiSe2
indicate a gap opening below the Fermi level and its
shifting to lower energies with increasing Cu content
[1,25]. The position of the energy gap in the monolayer
TiSe2 =CuSe heterojunction in this work is similar to that of
the Cu-intercalated bulk TiSe2 . We can see that a large
indirect gap opened below the Fermi level at room temperature (T ¼ 300 K). The band gap is about 409 meV, which
is derived from the energy distribution curves [right panel
of Fig. 3(b)] including the red curve along A-M and the
blue curve along B − Γ0 in the left panel of Fig. 3(b). In
particular, for the incommensurate structure, the Brillouin
zone will not shrink by an integral multiple to form a
complete period and the electronic state will not be folded,
so no folding bands in ARPES have been observed.
Combining the superstructure observed by STM and
LEED, we conclude that I-CDW appears at room temperature. In Figs. 3(c) and 3(f), we present detailed electronic
bands around Γ. In Fig. 3(e), the electronic bands taken at
low temperature (T ¼ 5.4 K) exhibit a smaller gap
(385 meV) compared with that at room temperature.
On the basis of these experimental data, we discuss the
possible mechanism of the existence of the I-CDW in
M-TiSe2 . The measured band structures of M-TiSe2 show
that the existence of the CuSe=Cuð111Þ substrate moves the
Fermi level of TiSe2 deeper into the conduction band
compared to the pristine TiSe2 , so we rule out the
possibility of Fermi surface nesting as the mechanism.
The excitonic condensate mechanism is based on a semimetal with a small band gap near the Fermi level. This
mechanism does not apply in this case, because the
electron-hole direct Coulomb interaction is screened out
by a mass of charge carriers in the semimetal. The JahnTeller effect, a possible mechanism to explain CDW in
pristine TiSe2 , is based on that the Se 4p valence band and
the Ti 3d conduction band are lowered to open a bigger gap
upon cooling [13]. From our ARPES data, we can see that
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both the Se 4p valance band at Γ0 and the Ti 3d conduction
band at M are lowered at 300 and 5.4 K compared to pristine
TiSe2 , and the electron bands taken at low temperature
(T ¼ 5.4 K) exhibit a smaller indirect gap below the Fermi
level compared to that at room temperature (T ¼ 300 K).
Thus, the Jahn-Teller mechanism cannot be used to explain
the I-CDW in M-TiSe2 either. The superstructure in
M-TiSe2 is very unique compared to previous reports,
including the commensurate (2 × 2 × 2) superstructure in
bulk TiSe2 below 200 K [3] and the incommensurate
superstructure in Cu-intercalated bulk 1T-TiSe2 at low
temperature [26]. Obviously, monolayer CuSe=Cuð111Þ
substrates are the key factor for the formation of the
I-CDW phase. Therefore, we would suggest that the mechanism of the origin of the I-CDW in M-TiSe2 is associated
with the interface effect. Previous reports support this
possible mechanism. For example, CDW occurs when
monolayer TiTe2 is grown on top of monolayer PtTe2,
but no CDW transitions are seen in N-layer PtTe2 (N ¼ 2, 3,
and 4), which indicate the modulation of CDW by interface
effect between monolayers [41]. In another experiment,
when TiTe2 is grown on a graphene-terminated SiC surface,
monolayer TiTe2 exhibits CDW transition below 92 K, but
the CDW is suppressed in thicker films even with just two
layers [42]. This experimental example again shows that
CDW is modulated by interface effect.
In summary, by using a three-step epitaxial method, we
fabricated a monolayer TiSe2 =CuSe heterostructure on a
Cu(111) substrate. In this heterostructure, we observed a
new type of phase of the I-CDW. Remarkably, M-TiSe2
displays an I-CDW phase below 600 K with strong electron
doping. We suggest that the mechanism for I-CDW formation in the M-TiSe2 may be the interface effect. The
results provide a new platform to study the CDW in twodimensional materials.
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